
Recognized in the “National Register of Historic Places,” The 
Candler Building was once proud home to the Coca-Cola 
Bottling Company before becoming the first operational 
headquarters for the U.S. Social Security Office. In 2017, 
American Real Estate Partners (AREP) identified a unique 
opportunity to reflect all that is exceptional about the 
property’s industrial heritage while transporting it into a 
more modern and activated experience for Baltimore’s 
modern urban professionals. By undergoing an “Industrial 
Revival.” The Candler Building has now reemerged as 700 
East Pratt Street, an iconic building that it is primed to make 
waves– once again– as the premier office destination along 
Baltimore’s iconic Inner Harbor.

The renovation of the 700 East Pratt lobby and façade along 
with selected interior corridors and bathrooms is unique to 
the downtown Class A office building market in Baltimore. 
The renovations are inspired by the economic and cultural 
significance of the Candler Building. Designed to help 
businesses attract and retain the millennial talent that is 
crucial to competitiveness in the market place, 700 E Pratt 
Street’s industrial chic renovation, new retail merchandising 
plan, and amenities, including fitness center, modern 
conferencing area, and hotel lobby lounge seating is design 
to help businesses located at the building recruit employees 
to work within a neighborhood-community environment that 
will appeal to them.

QUICK FACTS  
 
LOCATION:  
700 E Pratt Street,  
Baltimore, MD 21202

SITE SIZE:  
A 12-story office tower  
with 589,000 SF

BUILDING TYPE:  
High-rise building

GENERAL CONTRACTOR: 
Constantine Construction

ARCHITECTS:  
Collective Architecture

BROKERS:  
Cushman Wakefield

GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS: 
Councilman Eric Costello  
and Kirby Fowler

COST OF PROJECT:  
$15,000,000 

OWNER:  
American Real Estate Partners 

STRUCTURAL MATERIAL:  
Concrete

ARCHITECTUAL STYLE: 
Chicago School

HARBORFRONT

& HAPPENING



A REVOLUTIONARY LANDMARK

REIMAGINED
Once revered as “one of the first and largest 
structures of its kind in Baltimore,” the 1912 
Candler Building has long held a prominent 
place in Baltimore’s rich industrial history. 
Many of its past tenants are among our 
generations’ most prominent businesses. 
Dating back as early as 1910, it began as a 
converted Coca-Cola warehouse, housed 
the Exxon Headquarters and Firestone 
Tire and Rubber, and even served the first 
operational headquarters for the U.S. Social 

Security Office in 1936 for a total of 24 years,  
all before undergoing it’s first renovation 
in 1989. To add to its legacy, the original 
structure was one of the first buildings in 
the city to be built of reinforced concrete– 
a design that set the stage for its title as 
Baltimore’s first Industrial Building. After 
its completion, the building was applauded 
as a symbol of Baltimore’s success in the 
commercial age.

HISTORY



INDUSTRIAL MEETS

SOHO-INSPIRED

VISION FOR REDEVELOPMENT

The new design embraces the spirit of the 
structure’s rich heritage and transforms it 
into a modern day experience, featuring 
contemporary design features, upgraded 
amenities, and reimagined layouts.

The overarching concept of the renovation 
was to pay tribute to Baltimore’s history 
while peeling back the layers of time from 
the original construction of the building to 
the modern day through design and art.

Overlooking Baltimore’s iconic Inner Harbor, 
700 East Pratt boasts a modern refresh 
surrounded by a sea of luxe new lobby, 
shops, and restaurants.

DESIGNER NOTES:

Going to live at Baltimore laid the 
foundation, and opened the gateway,  
to all my subsequent prosperity. 
— Frederick Douglass



REIMAGINATION AND

REVIVAL
The design aimed to take its heritage and 
transform it into a modern experience 
through materiality, architecture and 
graphics. Gone are the days of sterile 
buildings and lifeless work environments. 
The new renovations seek to reflect all that is 
exceptional about the property in a dynamic 
destination facing the Inner Harbor.

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:

• A new, “historically hip” interior which 
features polished concrete, reclaimed 
wood floors, exposed brick and period 
lighting

• New elevators and an expanded boutique-
inspired lobby area with sitting areas and 
direct access to the new perimeter retail

• A state-of-the-art new fitness facility

• Brand new bathroom fixtures and features 

• A thriving first floor retail scene 
punctuated with patio seating that  
opens out onto both Market Place  
and Pratt Street

• Flexible and functional conference area  
for collaboration

PLANNING & DESIGN



A TALE OF

TRANSFORMATION
The 700 E Pratt repositioning was successful 
due to the blended passion of the architects, 
designers and owners to create something 
truly iconic in a historic building.  The 
700 E Pratt renovations provided teams 
the opportunity to completely demo the 
dated lobbies, replace the area with a new 
activated space that would include critical 
tenant amenities, which did not exist before.  

The idea was to take a space that was 
previously used as “through traffic” to move 
people from one place to another and make 
it into a place that people wanted to be. 

The challenge in renovating such a large 
building with bases in different decades, 
is combining different building types and 
integrating a multitude of inconsistencies. 
There were many unforeseen tests faced 
during construction, to maintain the integrity 
of the building and mold the existing design. 
For example, the columns were generally 
aligned but not precisely built in a straight 

line. The actual skeleton of the building is 
not as clean and concise as modern day 
construction. 

Collective Architecture uncovered old repairs 
in the 2nd floor slab that required major 
ceiling redesigns.  Additionally, the teams 
also uncovered some exciting parts of the 
building that were hidden by the previous 
renovation, including the white brick walls 
and black windows, which are original to 
the building and show how the interior (now 
lobby) was just used for train and truck 
loading and not part of the occupied office 
space.
 
Currently, the restaurants spill into the lower 
lobby, the tenant lounge is centrally located 
and the bike room and fitness center are 
accessible from multiple points for ease of 
access whether you’re going to the gym 
first thing in the morning or on your lunch 
break. The hurdles we faced, we were able to 
celebrate the imperfections.

CHALLENGE AND SOLUTIONS



PRIMED AND READY TO

MAKE WAVES
1. Freshly renovated office space with a 

rich heritage as a Baltimore landmark

2. A site overlooking Baltimore’s iconic 
Inner Harbor

3. Convenient– with plenty of parking, 
proximity to major thoroughfares, and 
within walking distance to the MARC 
train

4. Located in the heart of the Inner Harbor 
excitement– with a dynamic street scene 
below and shopping, restaurants and 
entertainment all within walking distance

5. Industrial chic architecture and 
gathering spaces offers a modern, 
authentic feel with plenty of integrated 
amenities

CULMINATION

Today 700 East Pratt Street boasts an array of attractive attributes:



BALTIMORE’S FIRST INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

HAS BEGUN  
ITS SECOND  
CHAPTER

BEFORE AND AFTER

700 East Pratt Street is a historic remix of 
the original 1912 Candler Building treasured 
by all of Baltimore and beyond. Today, it is 

primed to continue the progressive legacy of 
the Baltimore building that began over 100 
years ago. 



A HOME TO THE GREATS

THEN & NOW

BLACKWALL HITCH: Featuring live music by 
local musicians, private dining, a mezzanine level 
with a private bar for special events and outdoor 
seating along Market Place and Pratt Street with 
views of the Baltimore Harbor.

BON FRESCO: Offering fresh-baked breads, 
which take 30 hours from start to finish and 
include everything from ciabatta and focaccia to 
walnut whole wheat. 

SPRINT: Conveniently situated for local foot 
traffic, the mainstream provider of wireless plans, 
offers cell phones, quick assistance with devices, 
accessories and more.

TOP COAT: Providing beauty and nail services all 
under one roof -The salon will provide the perfect 
place for tenants and visitors to relax and re-
energize while receiving superior quality. 

PROJECT INFORMATION

Today, 700 East Pratt Street has become a gathering hub for Baltimore’s most talented 
innovators, tastemakers & trendsetters. They include:

CURRENT RETAILERS



ABOUT AREP

American Real Estate Partners (“AREP”) 
is a leading Washington, D.C. area based 
owner and operator of real estate property 
that, since 2003, has acquired over 16 MM 
SF of commercial and mixed-use projects 
throughout the top tier markets of the   
Mid-Atlantic region of the United States. 

The firm’s extensive portfolio boasts 
a dynamic range of properties from 
class A office and urban mixed-use to 
data centers, representing a capitalized 
value in excess of $3.6 billion. Known for 
delivering superior service to tenants and 
showcasing a “placemaking” approach in 
the design, development and management 
of its properties. AREP’s objective with any 
renovation is to successfully create a multi-
faceted destination that allows its customers 
to enjoy more active and fulfilled lives 
whether at work or at play.”

For more information about AREP  
please visit the firm’s website at 

www.americanrepartners.com  

or contact 

Paul Schulman 
Principal & COO

pschulman@americanrepartners.com


